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Mrs. 1970 lives in hundreds of different
houses all over Ireland-because Mrs. 1970 is
a go·ahead modern woman who has already had
oil·fired central heating installed in her home. And
Mrs. 1970 has
Mrs. 1970 is a woman that women look up to _
the leader of fashion, the housewife the neighbours
hundreds o£ di££erent try to keep up with. That's why every week
addresses ...
that goes by, more and more houseproud housewives
are having oil· fired central hea'ing installed with
the help of the Irish Shell Housewarming Plan,
cleanliness and the comfort that only oil·fired
campaign behind the Irish Shell Housewarming
SHELL
IRISH SHELL LIMITED
IRISH SHELL HOUSE
FLEET STREET, DUBLIN 1
There is an exceptionally heavy national advertising
central heating can bring.
scheme and every advertisement features the
Irish Shell Appointed Installer sign, the sign that
has already become synonymous with the ease, the
the original scheIlle for oil-fired
central heating in the hOIlle
:IRISH
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We extend a hearty invitation to our many
friends in the plumbing trade and all those
interested in modern kitchen and bathroom
furniture and fittings to visit our extensive
showrooms.
DOCKRELLS of Georges SI., Dublin
Compression Joint Fittings Copper Piping - Pipe Wrap
Copper Cylinders - Open Top Tanks - Pressed Steel and Cast
Iron Radiators Oil Fired and Solid Fuel Boilers Baths,
Basins, Toilet Sets, Shower Fittings Mixer Fittings Stain
less Steel, Enamel Steel, Fire Clay Sinks - Blow Lamps, Solder -
Bathroom and Kitchen Furniture - Double Compartment Tanks.
For a full comprehensive supply of plumbing materials:
•••INVITATION
TRADE E QUIRIES I VlTED.
Thermal Insulation
M. A. Boylan Limited
A oubslcl1ary of Tb. Cape Aa_toe Company Ltd..
50a Harcourt Street, Dublin.
telephone: 62397, 64486 and 51787
We are the foremost insulation
specialists in the country with
many important insulation
contracts to our credit. The huge
Oil Refinery at Whitegate and
the Derrinlough Briquette factory
are recent examples. If you have
any heat-IoBB problem, diBCUBB
it with our highly experienced
technical staff. Our recommen-
dations are offered free and
without obligation.
Sole agents and stockists for:
, Rocksil' rock wool
Rigid Sections
Flexible Sections
Blankets .. ~
Mattresses (wire-mesh-backed)
Loose Wool
'Caposite' amosite asbestos
moulded blocks and pipe sections
Also full range of pla.stic materials
and hard-setting com~oSllions.
OIlC
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Fully descriptive literature available from:-
CiREENWOOD & HUCiHES LIMITED
Telephone: Dublin 73108/9.
CARLISLE HOUSE, 8 SOUTHAMPTON ROW, LONDON, W.C.1.
Telephone: CHAncery 9377 (3 lines).
Telegrams: Antivacli, Westcent, London.
48 TOWNSEND STREET, DUBLIN
Agents and Di tributor for Eire:
McGRATH & KENNY,
Two
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The new publication
in Ireland for the
craftsman piU m b e r
and contractor, the
heating and ventila-
tion engineer and con-
tractor, the electrical
contractor, supplier,
manufacturer and
wholesaler of fittings
and equipment for the
trades.
A. L. Townsend, A.M.I.P., M.R.S.H., in this month's contribution takes the atmosphere
for discussion 5
D. C. Coyle, M.E., M.I.C.E.I., M.I.P.H.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.W.E., continues his series
of plastics and the plumber 8
James M. Haig, A.M.I.W., A.M.I.P., concludes his short introductory series on small
bore heating ]2
John G. Bolton, Lecturer in Plumbing and Heating at Bolton street School of
Technology, on the design and construction of smaH septic tanks 13
•
Published monthly by
Irish Trade & Tech-
nical Publications.
Annual subscription,
15/-, post free. Single
copies, 1/6, post free.
Reporting the visit to Dublin of Mrs. 1970
Dublin newly-wed wins Dockrell prize
9
16
•
Editorial and adver-
tising offices:
Callaghan Chambers,
13/15 Dame Street,
Dublin, 2. Tel.: 564.66.
R. E. Ayers, M.A.S.E.E., in his series on automatic temperature control this month
deals with oil burner controls 22
FEATURES-New products, 19 and 26; Questions answered, 17; Safety first, 11.
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BATHRO
The Irish Plumber and Heating Contractor.
Superbvitreous chinawith luxurious gleamingflttings forlifetime
quality. Distributed, through normal trade channels. illustrated
above: 'Nuadale' pedestal basin and 'Nuastyle' mixer supply.
'Unisyla' vacumatic extra-quiet w.e. 'Loch Ranza' safety bath.
Richards ceramic wall and floor tiles.
ARMITAGE WARE LTD, Armltage, Rugeley, StafJordshlre
Telephone, Armltage :lSl (7 lines)
Irish Representative
F. N. S. AHERN
46 Wynberg Park, Stradbrook Road, Blackrock
Dublin. Telephone 85309
Pour
quality plumbing
fixtures and fittings
for distinctive
Send for details to: ARMITAGE WARE LTD.
Armitage, Rugeley, Staffs.
SIGNWD
ADDR.IlS8 _.•.•_ _ _..••..... _
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the
atmosphere
Composition of air
Properties of air
Atmospheric corrosion
Protective coatings applied to metals
pE atmosphere is a zone of air
which envelops the earth, and
extends for many miles above its
surface. At high altitudes the atmos-
phere becomes rarified or "thin," and
its pressure becomes less, so that high-
flying aircraft have to be fitted with
artificially pressurised cabins in order
that passengers and crew should have
air conditions near those to which
they are accustomed on earth.
The Composition of Air.-Air is a
mixture of gases, and for our purpose
the average composition of air may
be taken to be as follows:-
Nitrogen 78.09
Oxygen 20.94
Argon 0.94
Carbon dioxode 0.03
100.00%
Water, vapour, dust, and a very
small amount of other gases will also
be present.
.OxYlen is a clear, colourless gas
wIthout taste or smell and, besides
being essential to plant and animal
life, it is chemically an active gas.
It will readily combine with other
elements to form chemical com-
pOUollds; that is, new substances with
properties quite different from those
of the original substances. The com-
bination of oxygen with iron, for
example, produces rust. a substance
quite different from metallic iron.
The substance formed is the oxide
of iron, since no other element is
involved. If, however, there were
three or more elements involved-
perhaps iron, sulphur and oxygen-
the substance formed would be called
iron sulphate, the presence of oxygen
being indicated by the ending" ate."
The fact that oxygen will combine
with the exposed surfaces of metals,
and especially that oxides are non-
metals, is very important to the
plumber. It is particularly significant
in the welding process, and will be
fully dealt with later.
Oxygen is essential to combustion,
and even highly inflammable mater-
ials will not burn without it. For
example, a blowlamp will not burn
if used in a small, airless space such
as the inside of a hot water tank.
NitrQ&en is a clear, colourless gas
without taste or smell. It is chemic-
ally inert, and can be obtained as a
by-product of the manufacture of
oxygen gas. It is compressed into
grey cylinders, and is used in the
welding of plastic sheet and pipe
materials. This again will be more
fully dealt with later.
Argon has similar properties to
nitrogen, and is used in the argon-arc
method of welding aluminium by
electric arc.
Carbon dioxide is clear and colour-
less, but has a slight, not unpleasant
smell. It is about It times heavier
than air ,and so it is fou.nd in greater
quantities at ground level than in the
upper regions of the atmosphere.
Produced
CARBON dioxide is produced and
poured into the aIr by the
breathing processes of animals
and plants. It is also produced when-
ever a substance is burned, and so
the atmosphere in towns may be ex-
pected to have a larier carbon dioxide
content than that of country districts,
because of the larger number of fuel-
burning appliances that are to be
found there. On the other hand,
carbon dioxide is also produced by the
decay of plants so that in large areas
of heathland, or moorlands, the con-
centration of carbon dioxide from this
source may be relatively high.
Carbon dioxide will not support
continued overleaf
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FACULTY OF PLUMBING .. A. L. Townsend, M.R.P., M.R.S.H., a
Lecturer at the Oxford College of Technology continues here the first part of a
four stage course in plumbing. The author has closely followed his own lecture
programme and has paid particular attention to scientific and technological'
innvations.
Five
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combustion; indeed, it is well known
as a constituent of some fire extin-
guishers.
It will, however, readily dissolve in
water, producing a dilute carbonic
acid which has a corro ive effect upon
metals.
THE PROPERTIES OF AIR.
from previous page
the
atmosphere
Air occupies space-a fact illus-
trated each time it j pumped into a
car tyre.
Air has weight-a fact not 0 readily
observed largely because one is ac-
customed to it. Air can be weighed in
the craft science laboratory, but it will
be sufficient to know that it is about
800 times lighter than water.
Weight exerts pressure, and atmos-
pheric weight or pressure has con-
siderable influence on the design and
working of plumbing appliances and
the systems in which they are u.sed.
It is put to advantage in the working
of all syphonic applianoes-for ex-
ample, flushing cisterns, but it can
cau e trouble. For instance, it may
produce air locks in plumbing systems,
or syphonage may unseal trap.
Atmospheric Pressure can be meas-
ured on a barometer (baro means
"weight," meter means "measure ").
A simple barometer uch as is hown
here will illu trate just how much
pressure the atmosphere exerts.
Supported
IT will be seen that .the column of
mercUJ:y, a substanoe weighing 13.6
times the weight of water, stands some
30" high in the gIa s tube. The weight
of the mercury is supported or bal-
anced by the weight of a column of
the atmosphere of same diameter as
the barometer tube. The same atmos-
pheric weight or pressure would sup-
port a column of water 13.6 time
taller. That is 13.6 x 30" mercury
= 408 inches or 34 feet of water
column.
Since each foot head of water
exerts a pressure of 0.434 lb. per
square inch on its ba e, the pres ure
exerted on the base of a water column
34 feet high will be 34 feet x 0.434
or 14.7 lbs. per square inch. It fol-
lows that atmospheric pressure will
balance a pressure of 14.7 lbs. per
square inch. Its pres ure ,therefore,
must al 0 be 14.7 lbs. per square inch.
Pressure variations may be caused
by variations of temperature, for cold
air weighs more than warm air. This
is an important factor in the design
and placing of appliances fOr heating
buildings by convection current of
warm air. It may also be caused by
variation in humidity (moisture
content of air) for moi t air weigh
less than dry air. This fact may be
shown on a barometer, where the mer-
cury column falls a little when the
atmo phere is moist and therefore
suggest that rain is likely.
Finally, the weight of air i greate t
at sea level, the lowest urface it can
bear upon. As the height above ea
level increases, so the atmospheric
pressure becomes less. At sea level,
continued page thirty-one
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Housewives choose our Oil-Fired
Central Heating Systems
Housewives have been crowding in to see the comprehensive and
up-to-date range of oil-fired central heating systems on display in the
magnificent new Monsell Mitchell Showrooms. They liked what they
saw there. That is why we invite all installers to come along and see
for themselves just what the housewives are choosing this year. There
is a complete range of equipment on display. And you can get full
details of the new offer of deferred payments for summer installation.
COME AND SEE THEM FOR YOURSELF
••.••••• ~.U'.~ ._~.~•..,.,...••
W#t.~ .:\·ltf··'.' .
.~srq4>
-:-~.</>.. .-~ .
IRISH SHELL
HOUSEWARMING
MOHSELL MITCHELL'S
Showrooms
67 - 73 TOWNSEND ST., DUBLIN
The original scheme for oil fired central healing in the home
Seven
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Increasingly the plumber uses plastics in his day-ta-day work and this series of
articles propose to deal thoroughly with their applications to the trade.
............................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................
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.............................................................................................................
PLASTICS IN PLUMBING···2
IN the first article in tbis series we
considered .the nature of plastics
and the two main plastics materials,
which are of immediate interest to the
plumber. It is now propos-ed to
consider briefly the manufactu.re of
these materials, namely, hard Poly-
vinyl Chloride or, as it is mostly com-
monly known, hard PVC; and Poly-
thene or Polyethylene-sometimes re-
ferred to by the letters Pe.
The Production of PVC.-A num-
ber of methods are used for 1he pro-
duction of the basic PVC material
or monomer. A commercial method
now widely used con ist of the pro-
duction of the vinyl chloride from
ethylene gas, which in turn is ob-
tained by the cracking of petroleum.
The ethylene is then chlorinated by
the addition of chlorine, to dichlor-
oethane. The hydrogen chloride i
removed from this material by heat
treatment ,to give vinyl chloride. The
Polyvinyl Chloride may then be pre-
pared in a number of ways. In one
of these it is obtained by heating a
water emulsion of the vinyl chloride
in the presence of a catalyst in closed
vessels under pressure.
The PVC material thu obtained is
a white rather fluffy powder rather
similar to talcum powder. Thi pow-
der, if hot mou.lded alone, turn into
a hard horny mass. However, the
material which is of interest to u in
the form of pipes must have added
to it small quantities of other mater-
ial termed stabilizer and lubricant,
which are necessary to permit the
carrying out of the extru ion process,
that is, the production of a pipe.
It is necessary here to i ue a word
of warning to the plumber not to
confuse hard PVC with plasticised
PVC. Plastici ed PV material uch
as is used for covering of electrical
cable has not got the high phy ical
and chemical propertie of hard
PVC, and in fact may be considered
as a completely different material,
both from the manufacturer and the
users point of view. The only Ource
*Technical Manager, Wavin
Pipes Limited, Dublin.
EIght
of plasticised PVC piping with which
the plumber is liable to come in con-
tact is a cheap substitute for the
traditional rubber garden bose.
Hard PVC does not contain any
plasticiser whatsoever. Due .to this
fact it has the high tensile strength,
which allows it to be used for press-
ure piping, and also has great re i t-
ance to chemicals.
Polyvinyl Chloride was first dis-
covered as long ago as 1835 but was
then only a white powder in a chem-
ist' test tube and its great potential
value was unrecognised. The trem-
endous urge forward with thi
material took place in the late 1920's
and in the 1930's, particularly in
Germany. The manufacture of PV
in Britain did not commence until
1943.
Expansion
THE production of PV pipe com-
menced in Germany in the early
1930's and commercial production
was under way in 1935. This piping
formed a very important factor in the
expansion of German industry dur-
ing thi pre-war period and tremen-
dou quantities were manufactured.
The piping was u ed not only
throughout industry but al 0 for water
upplies. We find, for in tance, that
in J938 ome eighteen mile of hard
PV watermain wa laid out ide the
city of Vienna. (We may note in
passing that thi pipeline i. operating
ati factorily to-day and te t carried
out in 1958 showed that the pipe had
not deteriorated in any way). The
phy ical properties of Wavin hard
PV are shown in Table 1.
The Production of Polythene.-
Polythylene, or, as it i now called
officially in the pIa tic indu try,
Polythene, is al 0 produced by the
cracking of petroleum. The gas
ethylene is again used and i
liquefied under high pressure and
then put into a heated pre ure
ve el, where by mean of a cataly t,
By----
D. C. COYLE
M.E., M.I.C.E.I.
M.I.P.H.E., A.M.I.C.E., A.M.I.W.E.':'
it is polmerized to a waxy solid.
The ba ic polythene material is thu
a rigid, rather waxy and quite tran '-
lucent material. It ha a pecific
gravity of less than one and con e-
quently will float in water. It may be
noted that PVC, on the other hand,
has a specific gravity of about J.4.
Since Polythene flows readily under
heat and pre sure, it is used not only
for the production of pres u.re pipes
but also for the production of a mul-
titude of consumer good, uch as
kitchen uten il and toy .
Polythene was discovered in Britain
and wa first manufactured in 1938.
It wa found to be the ideal material
for use in connection with the multi-
plicity of radar tations then being
built in Britain. A a re ult of this
fact, its use for pipes did not get
under way in Britain until after World
War n., a available upplie were
u ed for pecial purpo e' only.
The Briti h patents in connection
with the production of polythene
lap ed in 1956 and production of this
material ha grown greatly, particul-
arly in Germany, where impr ved
types have been produced.
The piping produced from Poly-
thene finds it greate t u e in agricul-
ture and related phere. This is
evident from figure publi hed in
Britain, which how that of the twenty
million feet of Polythene pipw pr -
duced and laid in Britain, nineteen
million feet were u ed in connection
with agricultwe.
Specifications
WHEN encountering for lh fir t
time any new material, the
plumber must ask himself: .. How do
I judge thi material and satisfy my-
continued page twenty-eight
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visit
Nine
• Mr. E. J. O'Brien, General Man-
ager of Monsell Mitchell and Co.
Limited.
below.
• At the reception: Mr. J. F. Dixon,
Assistant General Manager, Ir~sh
Shell Limited, and Lord KiUanln,
Director, Irish Shell Limited talk to
Mrs. 1970. '
above . ..
June has appeared on television and
sound radio and her photograph is a
familiar one is magazines, newspapers,
advertisements and advertising panels
in England and Ireland.
June thinks that being a woman in
the 1970's will be better than ever
before. "Women will have more free
time; at least I hope they will," she
added. 1(
To help homeowners meet the
initial installation co ts of oil-firing,
Irish Shell Ltd. has developed a credit
ale plan which is operated through
the Merchantile Credit Co. of Ireland
Ltd. through appointed installers and
merchants. This has a double benefit,
for it is essential, if the most econ-
omic and efficient installation is to be
achieved, that the householder obtain
the services of an installer who is
experienced and skilled in oil-firing.
The oil company's appointed in tallers
Mrs. 1970 pays
to Dublin
• Mrs. 1970 pic-
tured on O'Con-
nell Bridge.
JU E GANLEY, who represents
the hou ewife of the future in
the advertising campaign by Irish
hell Ltd. to promote oil-fired central
heating in the home, opened the new
Domestic Heating Showroom of
Me srs. Monsell Mitchell & Co. Ltd.,
of 67-73 Townsend St., Dublin, last
month. By pressing a switch to'start
one of the five working oil-fired
boilers on di play, June declared open
the showroom which Mr. E. K.
O'Brien, General Manager of Monsell
Mitchells, stated had been opened to
enable the housewife not only to see
the boilers themselves bu.t also to see
them workng.
In reply to a speech of introduction
by Mr. O'Brien, Mrs. Ganley said that
the appliances on show would help to
bring about a fundamental change
in homes in which they were installed
and oil-fired central heating was a
luxury that every family could enjoy.
After the opening there was a re-
ception for members of the trade and
pres which was very well attended.
"Mrs. 1970" herself is gay, lively,
red-haired June Ganley, who was
chosen from hundreds of applicant
in England to represent the "house-
wife of the future" in a nation-wide
scheme to make the advantages of oil-
fired central heating available to
housewive generally.
During her brief visit to Ireland, she
attended the Spring Show in Dublin
and visited Cork, Killarney, Tralee
and Ennis.
11
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McCann
Limited
HEATING - VENTILATING
AIR CONDITIONING
INSTALLATIONS
Designed
and
Installed
19-20 Ellis Quay, Dublin. Phone 76515/6
SPECIAL LOA PLAN
for oil fired heating
MERCANTILE C RED I T IN
CONJUNCTION WITH I R ISH
SHELL HAVE DEVISED THIS
SPECIAL PLAN FOR APPROVED
INS TAL L E R S TO ENABLE
C US TO MER S TO PAY FOR
INSTALLATION OUT OF INCOME
MERCANTILE CREDIT SERVICE
Preferential hire purchase terms are available to Irish Shell appointed installers
in respect of cars, commercial vehicles, equipment and machinery they may wish
to acquire for operating and developing their business.
Ten
For full details plea e conta t
your nearest branch. I ' IMERCANTILE CREDIT~ J COMPANY OF IRELAND LIMITED
DublIn, COrk, C Iw 11, L merlck, 11 0, Tullamore. Waterford.
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New
M.M.
domestic
heating
showrooms
• A general view of the new
showrooms.
Iriend IInd loeELECTRICITY
have been cho en because they can
give the customer the best possible
ervice both by ensuring atisfactory
installation and providing the credit
facilitie through which the total co t
involved can be pread over five year.
In this way, for example, an installa-
tion co ting £350 can be paid for with
no deposit and monthly payments of
£7 over the five years.
ME are rarely killed outright by
electric shock from 230/250 volt
A.C. supplies. Even when accidental
electric sbock does result in respira-
tory dera.ngement, immediate first aid
will often restore the victim.
Speed)' removal of the victim from
contacl with "live" equipment is
ntial-and obviously in such a
way not to cause conduction of
current from victim to would·be
rescuer. The recommended Itystem of
There is al 0 a " planned delivery"
system through which the authorised
distributor estimates the customer's
fuel need and notifies him when the
tank will need replenishing. The
di tributors use vehicles giving metered
delivery, so that the customer re-
ceives a note on which is printed the
exact gallonage supplied.
-
artificial respiration and after-care
needs to be carefully understood and
practised.
o doubt your local supply under-
taking would help in advising on
these matters, though of course they
might be inclined to point out that
prevention of accidents involving
electricity is better than their cure.
The general indifference to the
dangers of electric shock are fright\.
ening to those who have seen the
gruesome results of careless indiffer-
ence and failure to observe the sim-
plest safety rules.
FUSES are simple thinp with a
simple function. They comprise a fine
wire capable of carrying their rated
The new showrooms provide a
wonderful opportunity to study the
advantages of Irish Shell House-
warming at first hand.
On display are all the latest types
of burners. cleanly and compactly
designed to blend perfectly in your
kitchen. and a wide range of modern
radiators. styled for both beauty and
efficiency.
load of electric current. If the load
is increased, possibly through a short
circuit fault in an appliance, the wire
will fuse or melt, so breaking the
electric circuit and stopping current
flow.
FUSES ARE SAFETY DEVICES.
-But dtere is little safet)' in using
5 amp. equipment, or less, on a cir-
cuit protected by a 15 amp. fuse. An
appliance fault in such instance could
render the appliance \electrically
" alive" yet still not blow the high
rating fuse.
The present trend toward standard-
ised fused plUK outlets can add to this
danger. These are commonly sold,
fused to tile maximwn rated load
hat the plug is designed for, say, 13
continued page twmty-one
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ys-
unt
main. uch condition may me-
time be encountered in fitting heat-
ing in talJation in bungal w • where
the pipe circuits may be run at r
near ceiling level.
It i important to note that. ?c-
au 'e f the clo fit betwecn the Jm-
peller and the ca e, all part of thc
in tallati n h uld be thoroughly
cleaned and flu hed out t rem ye
any 'warf and other foreign matter
likely to jam the. pump r eau c
damage to th bearmg'.
In d aling with thc clc trieal
tartin gear, it' imperati e that thc
push-butt n st rter rc mm ndcd
and upplied by the pump m~n~'
facturcr h uld be u 'cd. 1 hi' J
fitted with the e rre t urrent ~r-
1 ad rclea e t pr teet th field lis
f the m t r fr m p siblc dama 'C
by er-healin r burnin ut in ~h:
event f the impeller b mln
jammed.
ctill r;1I 11 1 tI fill 1 /ll'Il/t • "
mall am unt
by JAMES M. HAle, A.M.LW.• A.M.LP.
f 45,000 B. h.U. would be. neces-
ary a clock-controlled boIler of
3 ,000 B.Th.V. only would be called
for.
mall-bore copper tube force~ cir-
culating y tern can only work if the
c rrcct type of pump i u ed. here
arc a number ( uitablc make
available and all f the'c arc of the
• anned ~ t r' type, withou.t gland
betwecn the m t r and the Il11peller.
he advantage of thi f rJl.1 ?~ con-
truetion arc: (1) n po Jb111ty of
watcr leaking ut, and (2) a the
bcaring arc watcr lub.rica.ted, no
peri dical i1ing r grea 'lO~ IS n~ce -
ary. he e1e tri~ m t. r It cIf IS f
the squirrel cage JI1dU~lJ n type ha~­
ing a p wer c n 'umptl n f appr 1-
maLely 70 watt, and b th the .mot r
and the impcller arc, ~ all illt~nt
and purp e, il nt JO pcratl. n.
"his i' an imp rtant c n 'lde~atl n
where thc pump may b~ w rkmg.at
ni hL, when even the ,It hte t n J 'e
can be a n'tant urce f ann y-
ance. 1 he ma imulll size f pump
availabh; at the m ment i· ne f
15 fL. waLer au 'e and with thi . par-
ticular pump in. diameter c pper
Lubl:s ha vc been used su 'essfully
for the heating pipe circuit.
1 h ' irculat r sh uld. whene er
possible. bc insLalled in th' return
main. 1 he rea' n for this is that it
is then operating aL a I wer tempcra-
ture Lhan would b' th' ca e if it
were filled into the n w pipe and
can. if need be. have r bl ks
m wnted underneath us .1 stand und
to prevenL vibration. With in tal-
lations havin heatin' main at a
le d helow Lhat <f the e pansion
Lank which is less than th' pr sur'
head d 'vel< r'd hy th' irculat r, it
sh Hlld be fill'd in th n w-pipc t
a\oid th lik 'Iih< ), of subatm s-
pheri' ,ressures in the hi h-le cl
The ~oncluding art,icle in a
short introductory series
THERE I now only th~ boiler to
con ider. Whether It be gas
fired, oil or oJid-fuel burning, d~­
pend on the hou eholder; but It
mu t be capable of meeting the
maximum demand that could be im-
po ed by the heating y'tem, pIu an
adequale all wance t cover the
need of the d me tic h t water
upply. A minimum ( 12,000
B.Th.V·/h. h uld be allowed for
th i latter, over and above the t tal
central heating need. Further, the
boiler mu t be fitted wiLh a therm -
slat that i' reliable in action, thus
en 'uring go d c ntrol of the burn-
ing rate. It i rec ml11ended that the
b iler manufu turl:r 'hould be c n-
ulted regarding any particular ap-
pliance.
SMALL BORE HEATING
ince the inlr duclion of mall-
bore heating y 'tcm' a number f
b iler manufactun.:rs huve dev ted
on'iderable attention to reducing
even further the running co t . f
such heating 'y'Lem. 'I he rl: ult is
that t -day there arc n the market
cl ck-c nLr lied boiJcr' that ure '0
arranged a t opcrate separate ir-
cuit, f r day or ni 'ht only a' re-
quired. 1 hi' i' achieved by havin
lw 'craraLe now connecli n . onc
running to the bedro ms r night
areas. and the lhl:r to the Jiving-
ro I11S or day areas. By pre-setting
thc 'eparate cl eks on each of thc e
cir UiL' they may be aut l11utically
switched n roll', thus providin
hl:at in the required places at the
appropriute timl:s. 'I he result i that
wiLh such installations a much mal-
ler boiJcr is lIsed and it thercfor'
operates aL u constant and hi Ih
eflicien y. s a case in point. wh Tc
untkr ordinary conditions a boiler
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designing
and
constructing
SMALL SEPTIC
WITH the advancement of rural
electrification many country
dweller have thought fit to in tall an
automatic pump unit to en ure a con-
tant water supply.
Once this ha been installed a short
time, the hou eowner begins to think
of a modern bathroom complete with
hot and cold ervice, and most im-
portant of all-an indoor W. .
It is then that the problem of a
atisfactory sewage di po al system
crops up. We cannot, of cour e, allow
untreated ewage to flow into nearby
ditches or streams. Not alone i it
unlawful, but more important till, we
would leave our elve open to all
form of water-borne disea e-typhu
for instance.
It i evident then that the ewage
must be purified to a degree where it
can be discharged without nui ance.
For the average hou ehold, the mo t
ati factory method i that known as
the eptic Tank Sy tern.
Before discu sing the design of this,
it is important to understand the
principles on which the tank works.
A the ewage flows into the tank and
through the filter bed, it is subjected
to a bie-chemical proce. s.
There are two distinct divisions in
thi proces of purification-onc call-d
the anaerobic action and the other
aerobic action.
RetainedI the anaerobic action, the sewage
pa e into the eptic tank and is
retained for a time until upended
matter such as sludge, etc., fall to the
bottom, where it remains until
pumped out. With regard to this part
of the process, many are of the
opinion that the sewage, having
pa ed through the eptic tank, ha
now been digested and liquified so
tbat it i pure enough to run into a
watercour e or ditch without further
treatment! This is not even
under very favourable condition, the
eITIuent from the tank will still be
liquid sewage which requires further
treatment by aerobic action or oxida-
tion before it is safe to discharge.
Before proceeding to discu this
proce s, a few points mu t be noted
with regard to the anaerobic action
previou ly mentioned. The natural
proce ses of the purification of ewage
are helped by the pre ence of bacteria,
of which there are two main types,
anaerobic and aerobic.
The anaerobic bacteria-which, a
the name implie, thrive when fre h
air and oxygen are excluded-form a
scum on top of the liquid in the eptic
tank, and it i thi which cau e the
ewage to break up and become
liquified, any upended matter then
falling to the tank bottom. This
scum formation takes about six weeks
or 0 to form in a new tank, and once
formed hould not be disturbed or
bacterial action will be retarded.
The u ual precaution against this
happening are the provision of bafTIe
wall or scum board acro the tank,
the fitting of submerged inlets and
outlets, etc. It is recommended al 0
TANKS
that bath waste, rain-water, and uch
like, be not discharged into a septic
tank, but instead run into a separate
soak-away, as it is thought that the
sudden influx of twenty-five gallon
or 0 of water might disturb the cum
formation. However, in the ca e of a
small installation, uch as that de-
scribed in this article, no erious
up et will occur if thi wa te i allowed
to enter the tank.
No advantage
SOMETIMES it is thought to speed
up scum formation and digestion
in a new tank by " eeding" it with
the remains of a dead animal, or
cum from another tank, but thi i
a fallacy, and no advantage what 0-
ever will be gained.
Again, on the other hand, I have
come acros cases where the cum
was being removed regularly by the
hou eowner under the impression that
he wa making the tank work better!
It must be emphasised that the cum
formation in a eptic tank i not to
be di tu.rbed or removed, otherwi e
the whole bacterial action i up et and
bad odours will result.
While on thi subject, it should be
pointed out that the gase reiea ed
during the bacterial action are highly
inflammable and explo ive, 0 when
examining a septic l I)k, and before
removing the cover, all naked light,
matches, cigarette, etc., mu t be eX-
contillued overlea!
• • • JOH G. BOLTO ,Lecturer in Plumbina and Heating at the ollege of
TechDoJoay, Bolton treet, Dublin. Full Tech. Dip!. City and Guilds, London-
i1ver Medalist and hi Place in anitary Engineerina City and Guilds, London-
H~1 Place, Dept. of Educafon, enior Test in Plumbing-First Cia Pa, Final
EnmlnadOIl, Headnl Enaineer Work, C. & G. London-Associate of the Institute
of Welding.
the author. • •
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PETER
Exclude cold
Trap energy
Eliminate loss
Retain heat
O'(ONNOR
INSULATING
(MANUFACTURERS' AGENTS)
Stockists in the Republic of:
POTI'ERS INSULATIONS LTD.
"SUPERB" COMPOSITION (NPL Certificate)
HIGH GRADE FINISHINGS, FIRST COATINGS
COLD SETTINGS, ASBESTOS SLABS
SOLE AGENTs FOR FLAME-PROOFED
RIGID PIPE SECTIONS.
SEE OUR PRICES. ASK OUR
REPRESE TATIVE TO CALL.
ENGINEERING
(ontracts expertly carried out
Orders promptly executed
Neat workmanship
No delays
Only approved materials used
Reasonable charges
CASTLE ENGINEERING
WORKS, LTD.
Subsidiary to:
PETER O'CON OR (lNSULATIO S) LTD.
Caters for:
Lathe Work
Die-Making
Steel Fabrications
General Machine Work
Welding
Sheet Metal Work
ENQUIRIES:
PETER O'(ONNOR [lnsulationsl LTD.
68 DAME STREET, DUBLIN, 2
TELEPHONES: Offices: 73753, 78955. Works: 41414.
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from page thirteen
A satisfactory sewage
disposal system
tinguished. I know of one individual
who neglected to do this, and so lost
his eyebrows, moustache, and almost
his eyesight-so be warned!
When the liquid sewage leaves the
tank it passes into a filter-not to be
confused with a sand filter for water
purification. Our filter in this case
consists of rough surfaced clinkers.
broken bricks, stones, etc. (each about
the size of a handball), with plenty of
air spaces through it.
In this filter thrive the aerobic
bacteria which demand plenty of air
and oxygen, hence the air spaces and
aeration pipes. The liquid sewage
passing through this is finally purified,
and so can percolate into a nearby
ditch, etc.
Satisfactory
THERE are many designs of filter,
ranging from the elaborate plants
witli rotary sprinklers suitable for
large installations, to the simple type
of soak-pit or land drain shown on
the drawing. For the single dwelling
the soak-pit filter, provided it is spread
over a large enough area, will give
satisfactory results. Strictly speaking,
lUSH AIIl INLET
6"
...........
DEPTH ""LL. ;'.:.'
J)~"~"D 0'" .::i.
FALL 0' DIlA'~ ::::
' .. :
for be t results the top of the filter
should be exposed to 1he air, but from
an appearance point of view, it is
usual to cover the filter media with
a light earth cover with grass surface
about 6ins. to l2ins. in depth (not
more if possible).
TANK DFSIGN
The satisfactory minimum capacity
for a septic 1ank serving one house
only has been the subject of much
debate. Our Local Government De-
partment specifies a minimum of 450
gallons, the British Code of Practice
550 gallons, and the American Septic
Tank Manual, 500 D.S. gallons (416
Imp. gals.).
The Irish minimum of 450 gallons,
however ,gives very good results, and
provided that the sludge formation at
1he bottom of the tank is removed
about once a year-a matter often
neglected-no difficulties will arise.
The tank should, if possible, be
sited on ground sloping away from
the house, and at a distance of at
least 60ft. from the dwelling or any
public road. It must also be this
distance (further, if possible) from
wells, etc., so as to prevent all danger
of contamination.
The house drain connecting to this
tank should be of 4in. diameter laid
to a fall of about 1 in 48 and should
have a minimum earth cover of 2ft.
Where it enters the tank a manhole
should be provided for cleaning pur-
poses. On many tanks, an intercept-
ing trap is also fitted at this point to
prevent foul gases entering the building
if the W.C. seal should evaporate or
be siphoned out.
continued overleaf
METHODS
• SEPTIC TA K SYSTEM FOR A SINGIJE HOU~ E
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DOCKRELL
PRIZE FOR
DUBLIN
NEWLY-WED
A Dublin newly-wed was the winner
of a competition organised in
conjunction with the Spring Show by
Messrs. Thomas Dockrell, Son & Co.
Ltd.
The competition was open io any-
one visiting the Dockrell tand at the
show and entrants were a ked to in-
dicate in order of importance the
eight features of the new Gala F.50
refrigerator.
The judging panel consisted of three
members of the Irish Housewives
A sociation and the prize was a Gala
refrigerator.
Mrs. S. Morris, 90 Silverwood
Estate, Templeogue, winner of the
trom previous page
SMALL SEPTIC
TANKS
THE tank should have wall and
floor of 9in. thick waterproof
concrete, and the floor hould lope
to the inlet end to allow for sludge
removal. The inlet and outlet of
the tank should be fitted with branch
pipes projecting about 18in. into the
liquid so that the scum will not be
di turbed by the inflow or outflow
of water.
To prevent a wave effect or disturb-
ance caused by a heavy inflow, it i
usual to put a baffle wall ( ometimes
called a cum board) across the tank
with a 12in. opening at the ba e ( ee
diagram).
SIZE OF TANK
For best results, the length should
be about three time the width-this
gives a retarded even flow which i
necessar}l !to ensure better bacterial
action. A square tank would have
"dead pockets" at each side and so
would not give good results.
The minimum inside width oC the
tank should be about 2ft. 9in . and
the length 8 ft. The total depth
Sixteen
• At the presentation to Mrs.
Sheila Morris, of Dublin, were:
the Lord Mayor of Dublin, Cllr.
Maurice E. Dockrell T.D., and
Mr. V. M. Lowe. Electrical
Dept., Messrs. Dockrell.
competition, received her prize from
the Right Hon. the Lord Mayor of
Dublin, Councillor M. E. Dockrell,
will depend on the invert level of the
drain, but the liquid will bc about
4ft. 6ins. on average.
Although not nece ary for satis-
factory working, a eptic tank should
be provided, as a safety precaution,
with R.e. covers about 3ins. thick,
and should have vent opening with
grids over the inlet and outlet.
FILTER BED
The effluent from the tank can be
di charged into a filter bed or soak-
pit filled with clinker, etc.. to a
depth of about 2ft. below the outlet
pipe. This oak-pit hou,ld be about
12ft. square for average oil, but if
the ground is low to ab orb water
a larger area will be required.
Alternative
A alternative method is to di-
charge the effluent through un-
jointed land drains laid in a straight
line and at a fall of about 1 in 160.
The pipe hould be laid on a bed of
gravel 6in. deep, and hould extend
in length from 50ft. to about 300ft.,
depending n il oakagc conditions.
If necessary, branche can be taken in
fan formation (see diagram), so that
T.D., who is Chairman and Manag-
ing Director of the Company.
The organi ers of the competition
reported the number of entrie had
beefl "most gratifying."
The reception, held in Dockrell'
Georges Street premi e, wa well
attended by repre entative of the
national pres .
no single pipeline will exceed 50ft. in
length.
Thi arrangement, of cour e, i only
uitabJe for a small tank. In a larger
installation, it would be nece ary to
construct a do ing tank and siphon so
a to spread over a greater area the
liquid from the tank, and therebY
prevent .. ewage sickness" of the
soil.
A already mentioned, thi filter
depends on aerobic bacteria for its
efficiency so the soak-pit and the land
drain should be kept a near the
u,rface as po ible in order to allow
air to circulate, and while it may be
grassed over, as already mentioned,
thi hould only con i t of a thin layer
of soil.
Finally, it must be empha i ed again
that eptic tanks hould only be in-
tailed where there i no risk of under-
ground water uppije being con-
taminated.
or contractor who carry out work
of thi type, a very helpful plan of a
septic tank (Rcf. .T.) can be obtained
from the overnment Publications
Sale Office, a.p.o. Arcade, Dublin.
Price, 1/3 post free.
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Jntroducting Cl new reader service to the
CONTRACTOR . .. each
month this column will solve some
of the everyday problems of
the plumbing and heating engineer. Our
consultants have this month
chosen two typical problems and
invite you to direct your
query to " Questions Answered,"
all of which will be replied to and the
most interesting published.
Can I fit a food waste disposal
unit to a cu .omcr's existing
kitchen sink?
FOOD waste disposal unit c mprise
a fractional H.P. electric motor
which rotates a horizontal centrifugal
impeller at high s,eed. Food scraps,
deposited into the dis!,losal unit, fall
to this impeller and are whisked to the
shredding cutters fixed to the vertical
lining walls of the disposal chamber.
Food wastes are thus quickly and
efTectively di posed of by water
carriage to the domestic drainage
system.
A I !in. waste pipe is necessary and
the unit dimensions are, roughly, 8in.
diameter x 17in. deep. It is fitted in
uspension from the sink outlet in
place of the conventional waste ou,tlet
and trap.
Food waste disposal units cannot be
fitted to existin& sinks, which will have
the standard 3!in. outlet rebate. Dis-
posal units have a 3in. opening to
their grinding chambers. They need a
31in. opening through the ink bot-
tom and of course, ordinary sink
hav~ much smaller holes tha~ this.
Fireclay and steeJ sinks are now
being made with outlet holes and
rebates to accommodate the food
grinder.
Existing stainless steel sinks can have
their waste outlets enlarged to accept
the unit.
* * *What is the difference between
Soft soldering, Brazing, Bronze
welding, and Welding?
SOFT SOLDERI G is a term used
to describe the jointing of two
metals by a third, the solder, which
has a lower melting temperature than
the metals joined. The solder is of
tin-lead compo ition.
Solder capillary fittings as used on
copper tube are a common enough
example of soft soldering.
Other examples are the copper bit
soldering of a zinc roofine detail, or
the soldering of a bottom on to a tin
kettle.
Brazing describes a similar process
but at a much higher temperature.
Again, two metals are joined by a
third, a brass, usually called "spelter."
At one time, before the coming of
the Yale type lock, the plumber was
50metimes a ked to lengthen a door
key. He wouJd cut the finger turn end
ofT the key to be lengthened. He would
take another key of same size and
cut the lock bit off. The two pieces
would then be carefully filed to a
mitre fit and bound securely with
brass wir~. Powdered borax would be
sprinkled over the brass wire as a flux
and then the joint area strongly
heated, to red heat, in a powerful blow-
lamp flame Or oxy-acet. flame. The
brass wire would fuse or melt and flow
into the joint like a kind of hard
solder. Thus a brazed joint was
made.
Modern plumbing techniques now
use a similar method of hard solder-
ing in copper tube joints. By the aid
of a special kit of tools tube ends
can be socketed to receive the pigot
tube ends as a push fit. The clean d
pipe end are then assembled, fluxed
with a borax flux, and heated by Oxy-
Acetylene flame. A trip of ilver
solder is touched !o the prepared
ocket end and when the correct
temperature is reached, the silver
solder will flow into the annular pace
between spigot and socket. This use-
ful up-to-date idea is similar in action
to soft solder capillary work but uses
a higher melting temperature solder.
It is therefore also something like
brazing but because a ilver ~llo'y
solder is used instead of brass, It IS
another form of hard soldering-silver
oldering.
Bronze weldin& is a term used to
describe the jointing of two metals
by a third, the bronze welding rod,
which has a lower temperature of
melting than the metals being joined.
Oxy-acetylene: torches and equip-
ment are essential for this work. A
flux, basically borax, is again used.
The bronze welding rod is made of
good quality brass. You will note the
similarity between brazing and bronze
welding so far. The real difference
between the two is that, in brazing
one relies on capillarity to move the
" solder" around the joint, and with-
out much control over its movement;
whereas in bronze welding the ap-
plication of the weld rod and there-
fore the weld metal movement, is at
all times under the competent welder's
control.
The bronze welding of light gauge
copper tubes in all sizes is an econ-
omic, quick and effective modern
method of jointing.
It is important to note at this stage
-in all three types of joint previou Iy
described, there is no fusion or melt-
ing of the metals being joined.
Welding is a term generally under-
stood to imply the fusion of two
metals under the influence of heat,
filler rod being u ed to build up the
joint area as necessary. Fusion weld-
ing then, or more simply, welding,
denotes the jointing of two metals by
actually causing them !o melt and
flow together.
This can be done by using an
electric arc welding set. In this case
the job i "earthed" and the welding
rod serves not only as a filler rod but
also as a po itive electrode. As this
is brought to the job an electric arc
jumps from the electrode end to earth
via the job. The heat intensity of the
continued page nineteen
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J. H. JONES & CO.
227, Griffith Avenue, Drumcondra, Dublin. Tel. 372657
HOUSE-WARMING
Specialists in Heating,
and Oil Burning
Installations
Ventilating, Plumbing
•
OUR SPECIAL DEPARTMENT WILL BE
PLEASED TO GIVE YOU EX PER T
ADVICE ON A Y DOMESTIC HEATI G
PROBLEM. ESTIMATES FREE.
--------- ---
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VECTAIR 45
Warmth in every corner of the 1'00/11 .•.
when you install Vectair 45. Your customers will
thank you for introducing them to this unique
Convector and here's why:-
• A t t r act i ve contemporary appearance.
• Superior heat distribution and air movement
at a price comparable with an ordinary radiator. • Occupies le pace than an
ordinary radiator due to high capacity element. • Rapid warm-up but no danger of
burns. • Cabinets removeable for protection during decoration, and for acce to
elements. • Cleaning only require a wipe with a damp cloth no du t trap.
81 DOLE 16 Upper Gro venor Street, W.!. Tel.: Hyde Park 0532/9. WATERBURY
LARGEST MANUFACTURERS OF HEATING EQUIPM NT IN THE U.K.
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PROTECTION
PUMPING
CLAIM
PLANT
FROM
ACIDS:
ners, Consulting Engineers, 6 Bur-
lington Road, Dublin.
Contract Documents may be ob-
tained from the Consulting Engineers
on payment of a deposit of £5 Ss. Od.,
which will be refunded on receipt of
a bona fide tender not subsequently
withdrawn.
Sealed tenders, marked "Pumping
Plant," should reach W. Power, Town
Clerk, Town Hall, Trim, not later than
5 p.m. on Wednesday, June 28, 1961.
Nineteen
Reflects heat
The glazed surface of the coating
reflects heat back into the furnace,
and therefore increases efficiency. The
coating will also resist slagging and is
not readily wetted by slag.
All three types can be applied to the
bricks or the furnace or boiler by
brushing or spraying and create a
barrier t-in. to t-in. thick as required.
They are normally su.pplied in powder
form, in 561b. waterproof drums,
designed to export to arctic or tropic
conditions.
Description.-The range consists of
three basic types of coating, each of
which is effective within a definite
temperature range. The glazed
(vitreous) type, of which there are
three versions, is designed for use in
an overall range of 815-1,650°C. The
universal (non-vitreous type, which
gives a smooth matt white surface, is
effective between 10° and 1,9100 C,
while the mortar type for bonding and
plugging is effective up to 1.650°C.
When using the glazed types, it is
essential that the first firing of .the
furnace or boiler after application
reaches a temperature which secures
the vitrification of the coating. When
this temperature is attained, the coat-
ing fuses into a soft glaze which has
good sealing properties and is suffic-
iently plastic to expand and contract
with the furnace wall.
OIL
SEEKING
FUEL
MAKER'S
TRIM Urban Di trict Council are
inviting tenders from Contractors
for the supply and installation of
Du.plicate Pumps for the Trim Water
Supply Improvement Scheme. Pumps
shall be capable of delivering 125
gallons per minute against a total
head of 134 feet and shall be complete
with electrical equipment, gauge,
water meter, pipe work and control
equipment specified by E. T. lIama-
han, M.E., Ph.D.. A.M.LC.E.!., of
Nicholas O'Dwyer, Son and Part-
ly over a period of five years in some
combustion chambers, and has saved
the engineers expensive maintenance,
and above all, loss of production with
consequent loss of revenue, as in the
case of an electricity generating
station.
Corrosion attack
An interesting feature of Furnas-
cote is that it also withstands corrosion
attack by solid fu.els, particularly peat.
Uses.-The Furnascote range of re-
fractory coatings has been developed
to provide reliable furnace linings that
will withstand the destructive action
produced by fuel oil combustion.
It is intended for use both in in-
dustry and in marine engineering,
where the general change from coal to
oil fuel has made the demand for such
linings increasingly widespread.
Features.-The high proportion of
Zircon compounds contained in
the coatings gives a good re-
sistance to damage of brick-
work by free acids or alkalis. In
addition, the coatings have been shown
to have a high resistance to flexing.
After three years of use on tankers
they showed no signs of cracking,
although other linings were cracked
and palled in the same condition.
This is also a considerable advantage
in factories, where severe vibration
can often cause damage.
MESSRS. L.R. WOOD, Limited, of
174, Pearse Street, Du.blin are
now distributing a new refr;ctory
product known as FURNASCOTE
which should be most interesting t~
the leading heating engineers, plumb-
ers, local government authorities
electricity generating stations, offices:
schools, and wherever heat is required
for production, or factory heating.
Furnascote has proved to be a
tremendous success in Britain, and
Europe. where fuel oil heating is re-
placing solid fuels. Owing to the
excessive wear and corrosion produced
by sulphur compounds from bu.rning
fuel oil, it is essential to line com-
bustion chambers with a material
which can withstand the ravages of
the sand-blasting effect, and sulphur
corrosion encountered.
Furnascote ha been u ed continuous-
from page seventeen
QUESTIONS ANSWERED
arc is sufficient to fuse the pipe ends
in the vicinity of the arc and melt off
some weld rod to reinforce the joint
metal.
In the plumbing and hot water field,
welding is generally done with Oxy-
acetylene equipment, or gas welding.
No flux is needed as the oxides of iron
are lighter than molten iron. In con-
sequence these oxide float to the top
of the weld and away from the joint
area. Even so, careless welding or
inexpert welding could result in oxide
inclusions in the weld to its strength
and water tightness detriment.
Flux is necessary in soldering,
brazing and bronze welding because
the oxides formed do not float away
easily. The flux dissolves these oxides
so that they will dispel from the joint
region.
Lead bUl'llio& is really lead welding.
In fact it is a good example of fusion
welding. In this case the stronger
milled lead is converted to a lower
strength cast lead in the fusion joint-
ing technique of lead burning, and
sufficient lead filler rod is added as the
weld proceeds so that the joint area
has a finished thickness to be of equal
strength to the rest of the milled lead.
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P. J. BROWN &SONS,LlMITED
- Sheet Metal Workers -
60 NORTH KING STREET
'Phone: 44675-44035.
DUBLIN
Contractors lor all types 01 ventilation
RECENT CONTRACTS: GRAFTON ARCADE; EW HA N G A R AER LI GUS;
MESSRS. DO NELLYS, CORK ST.; NATIO AL CITY BA K, DUBLIN; MESSRS.
A. GUI ESS SO & CO. (DUBLIN) LTD.; MURRAYS LTD., TOBACCO FACTORY,
DUN LAOGHAIRE.
Estimates and Specifications Free on reque t.
45, WATERLOO ROAD, BALLSBRIDGE,
DUBLIN. Telephone: 684017.
Twenty
Insulation
Contractors
, & Sheet
Metal
Specialists
Sole Agents in Irish Republic
for OPPANOL Waterproofing
-- for Insulated Pipe Lines
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this valve manually. This entails the
householder altering the setting to
meet outside temperature variations.
A variation of the three-way by-
pass valve is also available. It con-
sists of an automatic three-way mix-
ing valve, with a bimetal spiral in the
upper part of the valve casing, con-
trolling the movement of the double
clack in the lower p.art, which either
opens the inlet port or closes the re-
turn port, so that a mixed flow tem-
perature can be selected and main-
tained.
It is advisable to provide an
isolating valve on both the flow and
return mains. This will allow the
radiators and pipe circuits to be
drained without shutting down the
boiler and domestic hot water supply
side of the system. The valve on the
flow main only may be closed in the
event of wishing to shut down the
central heating circuits. If the valve
on the return were closed, there
would be a likelihood of high pres-
sure occuring in the heating system
dut to the expansion of water.
Lock shield valves should be
mounted on the return main of all
secondary circuits; this will enable
the circulation to be reduced to the
required rate and will also prevent
'short-circuiting' of the major cir-
cuits. The adjustment of the lock
shield valves on the secondary cir-
cuits is carried out when the system
is first put into use, so that with all
the radiators working, the water in
the return mains from all circuits is
at the same temperature.
across the pump. By using this t~pe
of control unit, all rooms are mam-
tained at the correct temperature and
localized air disturbances caused by
open doors and windows in some
rooms do not affect other rooms. The
small additional cost of this piece of
equipment should, it is claimed, be
recouped over two or three heating
seasons by reason of the expected
saving in fuel costs.
An alternative method of control
is to use room thermostats coupled
to the pump, thereby controlling the
amount of heat passed to the radia-
tors. There are, however, a number
of disadvantages attached to this,
such as finding suitable positions for
mounting and the cost of installing
the necessary switch and electric
mains wiring. Similarly, individual
radiator thermostatic control would
be expensive and would leave the
heating mains 'alive' with a con-
sequent waste of fuel.
The only other way of dealing with
the problem is to install a three-way
by-pass valve connected between
flow and return mains, and to adjust
SMALL BORE
HEATING
J. from page twelve
of the system and at the same time
provide a constant and adequate
supply of domestic hot water. It may
be thought that control by the boiler
thermostat alone would be a satis-
factory method to adopt. It cannot
be emphasised too strongly that such
a practice must be avoided, because if
such control were used, the closing
down of the boiler firing rate would
equally cut the heat output to the
domestic water side.
The ideal method of control is one
that is fully automatic and works
through a temperature-sensitive bulb
fitted outside the house. A capillary
tube runs from the bulb to a three-
way control valve fitted to the flow-
pipe from the boiler and a by-pass
connecting it to the main return pipe.
The temperature-sensitive element,
being continuously in operation
opens or closes the mixing valve on
the heating mains conversely with
the outside temperature and thus
maintains, within limits, the room
temperature at a constant figure. The
motive power to operate the control
comes from the pressure differential
from
page
eleven
amp. H the plug is to serve a lower
power appliance an appropriate fuse
change is necessary.
PERSISTENT FUSE BLOWING
indicates a serious fault. Leave well
alone until the system and equip-
ment has been checked by a
competent electrician.
FLEX AND LEAD LAMPS are
indispensable in many situ3Jtions.
These should be purpose made, not
just made up from odd lamp sockets
and odd lengths of lighting flex.
They should be watertight-remember
water will conduct electricity, and if
)"Our lead lamp falls ioto a cistern full
of water your own light may go out
-for good. Purpose made lead
lamps have a wire screen protector en-
closing a glass watertight lamp housing.
They will be provided with heavy duty
3-core cable. Above all, they are
intended for use with a 3-pin plug
fitted to an earthed 3-pin socket outlet.
IT IS DANGEROUS AND FooL-
ISa to use any old kind of lead
lamp. The author still mourns the
sad loss of a most promising young
plumber friend who did this. His
body was found three days after his
makeshift lead lamp, connected to an
ordinary lighting socket, had short-
circuited to the complicated pipework
among which he had been entangled.
IT IS DANGEROUS AND FOOL-
ISH to use any electric powered tool
off a lighting socket for these do not
have provision for earthing.
CENTRE TAPPED TRANSFOR-
MERS are available for use with
electric powered hand tools. These
take curren~ from tthe 230/250 volt
A.C. mains and transform the out-
going current to tools to onl)' 119
volts. H the electric hand tool is
earthed, as of course it should be,
then the operator will receive no cur-
rem if a fault develops in the tool.
But by virtue of the earthed centre
tapping arrangement on the trans-
former, even if the tool is not effec-
tively earthed the most the operator
will gClt is a 55-volt current shock.
This will give him a "kick" but is by
no means dangerous.
SUCH TRANSFORMERS COST
. .ABOUT £6. For a little more they
can be had with 12 volt tappings ('0
supply car type bulbs for lead lamps.
These give adequate light with perfect
safety.
Twenty-one
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oil burner controls
THE realm of the heatini engineer
is primarily mechanical but
modern practice is using more elec-
trical devices and never more so than
in the field of oil burner controls. It
cannot be expected that every heating
engineer will be in possession of
sufficient electrical knowledge to trace
and repair faults in the circuitry of
oil burners and most oil burner manu-
facturers appreciate this and provide
efficient service organisation for this
purpose. Nevertheless a basic under-
standing of the function involved can
be most useful to the heating engineer
not only in avoiding trouble before it
occurs but in enabling him to accom-
pany any req~st for service with
some specific details of the fault.
Nearly all modern oil burners rely
on their control system for three
cardinal applications:-
Sequence: To bring in each com-
ponent of the burner in the correct
order and at the correct time. This
entails the use of a timing device
which can be electro-hydraulic,
electric re istance or an electric
clock type and varie with different
manufacturers. The timing of the
system also varie with differing
types of burners.
Safety: To prevent the tarting of
tbe burner if a faulty component
or faulty conditions exi t. In mo t
cases these condition result in no
flame establishment and the control
fails to safety or lock-out, requiring
manual attention before a fresh
start can be made.
Twenty-two
Security: To stop the bu.rner if
faulty conditions arise during a run.
Again flame failure is the usual
result of such conditions and the
control stops the burner or re-
introduces ignition. If the burner
is stopped one new start is made
which on the fault continuing pro-
duces lock-out a previous paragraph.
When re-ignition is introduced, cor-
By
R. E. AYERS,
M.A.S.E.E.
rect flame conditions allow the
burner to continue to run, but if
no-flame condition persist lock-out
ensues.
Timing device
EACH oil burner control then must
have a timini device for the
sequence. a relay to tart and stop the
ignition and the oil pump and a flame
sen ing device. This last device can
be of either the bimetal type, which
react to flue temperature, or the
photo-electric or photo-resistance type,
which reacts to light from the flame.
Fig. I bows a modern oil burner
control for light or medium oil
burner and u es a photo-re i tance
cell as its flame sen ing device. This
type of photo cell doe not require
the use of an amplification circuit,
thu enabling a impler control circuit
and maller unit to be u ed. When
the controlling thermo tat or pre sure
witch calls for heat the control relay
do es, which energi es the ignition
transformer. Approximately fifteen
econd later the pump motor is
tarted and oil is forced into the boiler
combustion chamber acro the spark
from the ignition electrodes. If the
flame is then established the photo cell
receives light from the flame and this
allows the control relay to fall out
and stop the ignition. The motor
circuit, however, is maintained and
the burner continues to op~rate as long
as the controlling thermostat Or
pre sure switch calls for heat.
If the oil does not ignite the photo
cell will not be illuminated and a
thermal timer will lock-out the control
within approximately twenty seconds.
A explained before, once lock-out
occur manual reset of the control
i necessary before re tarting. Pro-
vision is made for an alarm when thi
condition occurs.
]f the flame fails during a normal
run, the photo cell will go dark and
re-introduce ignition but if the flame
doe not establi h it elf within thirteen
econds lock-oul will occur.
This gives a simplified ver ion of
the sequence and timings involved, and
while these may differ between con-
trols and burners from different
manufacturers, it can be taken that
most reputable controls adhere to the
standards laid down by Briti h tand-
ard Specification 799- I 953.
From the heating engineer's view-
point the two major con ideration in
respect of controls are that of in-
tallation and maintenance.
Insta.llation
THE present tendency is to upply
the oil burner with control
already fitted and pre-wired. Thi
particularly 0 with tho e control
u ing photo cell a flame en ing
devices ince thes. are generally
mounted in the barrel of the burner.
Other type of controls have compon-
ent mounted elsewhere and careful
installation can save much trouhle at
a later date. The following hints may
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FIG. 3-Fitting a photo-
cell head (below).
FIG. 2-Bimetallic Flue-
stat (centre).
FIG. I-Control box using
Photo - resistor cell (top) .
lU,( Of SlgI, IUSI INfUSECf ./
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continued page Thirty-two
Service
NoT all failures of oil burners are
such that the service organisation
of the manufacturer is necessary to
trace and repair the fault. Indeed,
most faults occur at certain peak
periods in the year and jf the fault
can be traced and put right by the
heating engineer or customer so much
time can be saved. Furthermore, if it
is necessary to call in a service or-
ganisation it is of invaluable assist-
ance to know something of the fault
before arriving on site. The fol-
lowing comments may be of use in
this respect.
nAlE
$I,"Y lUll 1%- IS' "IC~'OIllt
In UN"" J"
sible, maintain insulation, clean
contacts as necessary-these are just a
few points to remember.
Keep photo cells clean. and this
includes glasses between cell and
flame if provided. Maintain high
insu.lation reading on photo cell con-
nections; if this falls the signal from
the cell will become weaker and may
not be sufficient to operate the control
even though the flame is establi hed.
Clean bimetallic fluestat stems or
bimetal scrolls of flue mounting con-
trol units.
Check safety features of control
frequently by introducing conditions
leading to lock-out. Such faults on
controls are very rare but it is a pre-
caution well worth taking occasion-
ally.
Most oil burner manufacturers offer
reguJar maintenance contracts to
check the burner and controls. Such
contracts have many advantages, so
where they are available inform your
customer.
Maintenance
SINCE .most controls are purely
electrIcal the standard electrical
maintenance procedure should apply.
Check terminals regularly, keep con-
trols clean and as dust free as pos-
be useful in this respect.
(1) Use flexible conduit to finish off
connections to components. Any-
one who has wrestled with a solid
conduit .to a component situated
at the back of a hot flue will know
the saving in time and temper
such a precaution can give.
(2) Where possible place the com-
p~nent where it can be easily
wIthdrawn. Bimetallic fluestats
(Fig. ~), particularly, need frequent
cleamng and they will not receive
this if it is difficult or sometimes
impossible to withdraw them
easily.
(3) When fitting a bimetallic fluestat
look for a position where it will
be well in the gas stream of its
Own boiler, protected from any
other common flue and, most im-
portant, will be subject to
SUofficient fluctuation in flue tem-
perature to operate. The manu-
facturers' leaflet will give full in-
formation on this.
(4) On large burners it is sometimes
found necessary to fit the photo
cell unit to the boiler front plate.
It is convenient if some form of
local adjustment .to the fitting is
available because it is most essen-
tial that the photo cell has a clear
and uninterrupted view of the
stable position of the flame (Fig.
3). See that the front brickwork
does not cut off the view. Avoid
long sight tubes which by their
length restrict the area of view
and usually get badly carboned.
Avoid positions where vibration is
excessive-apart from connection
trouble it will shorten the life of
the photo cell.
(5) Ensure that the electrical system
is efficiently earthed. Apart from
being good practice it is necessary
with a number of controls to
provide stable operation.
(6) Read the manufacturers' leaflets.
Pay special attention to the re-
quirements of maximum ambient
temperatures because most timing
devices are thermally operated and
high ambient temperatures can
cause trouble with hort timings
or even non-operation.
Twenty-three
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CARTHORN'S
••"i\"
•
•
•
•
Sales Company for
UNIVERSAL
FABRICATORS
(Dublin) Ltd.
WELDED STEEL
TANKS
FOR FUEL OIL STORAGE AT
DOMESTIC A D I DUSTRIAL
INSTALLATIONS.
•
ALL CAPACITIES
B.S.S. & A.P.I. SPECIFICATIO S
•
Write for our Illustrated "Standard Tanks" Folder.
CABTH0BN11949) Comm.,,,ol Bu,ld,ng.LTD Dam. Street, DublinT.I 7J475
Northern Ireland: W. D. Craig & Co., 32 Arthur Street, Belfast.
*
Telephone 908217.
* * *
c;. c:k.elly *
*Plumbing, Heating and Sanitary Engineer
Twenty-four
46 Orchardstawn
Ca.
Drive,
Dublin
Templeague, *
*
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Plant for
water scheme
OFFALY County Council have in-
vited tenders from Pumping Con-
tractors for the supply and installation
of Pumping and Softening Plant for
Rhode Water Supply Scheme in ac-
cordance with the contract documents
prepared by the Council's Consulting
Engineer, Mr. Ed. Ralph Ryan, M.E.,
1 Montpelier Terrace, Galway, from
whom the contract documents may be
obtained on deposit of £10 10 . Od.,
returnable on receipt of a bona fide
tender not subsequently withdrawn
and the return of the documents.
Sealed tenders on the form provided,
endorsed "Rhode Water Supply
Pumping Plant," should reach the
County Secretary, Courthouse, Tulla-
more, not later than July 8, 1961.
new
contaminated
houses•In
NEXT MONTH
A. L. TOWNSEND ON-
The make-up and behaviour of
Plumbing Materials:-
Chemical properties of matter;
Chemical composition of matter;
Physical properties of matter;
A note on pressures;
Mixtures; and the
Reduction of metallic ores.
Copper pipes
water supply
CON!AMINATION of water sup- Senator Tunney said that it also
plies, due to copper pipe installed went back to the officers of the
in new houses at Villa Park, Navan Corporation who certified that the
Road, Dublin, was referred to at a materials used in the houses were
recent meeting of the Dublin Health correct. A deputation had met the
Authority. Minister for L~al Government, and
Senatol: J. J. Tunney said the water he (Minister) was going to have the
pressure was very bad, and the matter investigated.
impu,rity of the water had made life
a nightmare fOr the occupants.
Dr. J. B. O'Re&an, Chief Medical
Officer, said that a sample of the
water taken at the end of March had
an extraordinary amount of copper,
but samples taken since then had less
than one part per million, the accept-
able limit. The contamination was
due to the type of copper piping put
into the houses, and the matter was
being dealt with by the Corporation.
Mr. D. Larkin said if the con-
tamination came from the pipes,
responsibility went back to the
builder and the people who supplied
the copper.
We chose Wavin PVC ...
AT CASTLEFORBES WORKS
Castleforbes Works had a problem! A highly corrosive
chemical, used in their modern manufacturing process
in Dublin made very short work of conventional pipes.
This could mean frequent renewal of the pipe-lines,
with consequent loss of production and the risk of
dangerous bursts- but they chose Wavin PVC because
Wavin PVC Pipes are immune to chemical attack. They
are also inexpensive and easy to instal, with a complete
range of PVC fittings. And they solved their problem
efficiently and cheaply.
If you have a problem in pipework, why not consult
Wavin-the pioneers of PVC in Ireland.
WAVIN PIPES LIMITED
ClAN PARK, DRUMCONDRA. DUBLIN 9
Telephone: 48000 or 373614/6
Twenty-five
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• The Baxi patent fire, fitted with
the rotary a h-box. There are two
ash-boxes underneath the fire and by
IiCing ofT a cover !llate in the hearth
the fuB ash-box i lifted out after
rotating the e m !I t y a h-box into
position, whilst the fire continue to
burn.
• The new Baxi Burnall model is
capable of burning every known
(Ylle of fue~.
Ideal in any central heatin~ !Jlan,
of course, is the Baxi dom_stic out-
put boiler. It i a really efficient
installation, de igned to give ample
hot water for all normaj dome tic
purpo es. It ha a mu h greater heat-
ing urface than normal boiler and
is con tructed 0 a to avoid blocking
the flue, by means of the sloping base.
The Irish agent of Richard Baxen-
dale & Sons is Mr. A. G. myth,
99, Upper Rathmines Road, Dublin.
FIRE
THE BAXI
PATENT
Design award
A Baxi Standard Model under-
floor draught fire, with rotary
ashbox and radiator output
boiler, was specified in his
award-winning design for a
Small House Competition in
Britain by architect Peter J.
Ball, A.R.I.B.A.
The competHion was organised
jointly b)' the Ideal Home
Magazine and the Royal In.
stitute of British Architects.
MESSRS. Richard Baxendale &
Sons, Ltd., ironfounders, of
Bamber Bridge, Preston, Lanc., re-
port that their revolutionary Baxi
patent fire has now taken its place
among other successful products
manufactured by this firm.
Working on the principle of a con-
trolled draught system, the Baxi fire
draws air through an under-floor pipe
into the bottom of the grate. A
simple hearth control enables you to
select any type of fire, from a smould-
ing glow to a roaring blaze.
The under-floor draught principle is
the basic reason why a Baxi fire
warms the room so fast and thor-
ours: armour bright and chrome
(finishes), black and mushroom (vit-
reous enamel); and copper, pewter or
old silver (Iustres).
Under normal circumstances the
following heating capacitie can be
obtained: 16" model, 2,000 cubic ft.;
18" model, 2,300 cubic ft. Each fire
i guaranteed by the makers.
The Baxi fire come in variou
models to meet all home heatin£ re-
quirement . For greater efficiency,
the following modifications have been
approved: the Bumall model with
three methods of ash disposal; the Max
air model, and the rotary ash-box
model.
The Burnall is capable of burning
every known type of fud.
It is available in 16 in., 20 in., and
24 in. izes. Centre air inlets are
available for all ize ; ide inlets can
be upplied with 16 in. and 18 in.
lift-out a h-box only.
Cuts draughts
The Max Air and Rotary models,
however, are available in 16 in. and
18 in. sizes only.
In the Max Air model secondary
air supply cut room draught, give
greater warmth, improve ventilation
________________ and ave more fuel.
oughly; why it extracts th_ maximum The Rotary ash-box model i a co.:-
heat from any solid fuel; and why it tinuous burning Baxi for chimney.> 0,1
gives a roaring blaze within five min- in ide walls. There are two a h box:s
utes of lighting. underneath the fire and by lifting olf
Richard Baxendale & Son are the a cover plate in the hearth, the full
original inventors of the under-floor ash box is lifted out after rotatin]
dra·u.ght fire with the high capacity the empty ash box into position whiL
ash box. The ca t-iron ash-pit box the fire continue to burn.
containing the ash-box is a one-piece Baxi fire, which can be kepI but 11-
ca ting, which prevents air leaks. ing continuou Iy at any de ired int:n-
Easy to flOt ity, are of particular value for sup-
plying a Baxi central heating y tem,
The Baxi i easy to fit, quick to either by hol water radiator or by
light, and has been installed in more warm air convector.
than a quarter of a million homes. The Baxi radiator output boiler
The fire can be upplied in ix out of ight behind the Baxi fire
sizes: 14", 16", 18", 20", 22", and provides abundant hot water for
24". It is obtainable in eight col- bathroom and kitchen.
The Irish Plumber and Heating Contractor.
Review.ing some recently
introduced products of
Messrs. Richard Baxendale
and Sons Ltd.
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Plumbing and
Heating Contractors!
IF your Lagging problem is a domestic cylinder in Donegal, a Factory in Kerry, or a Boiler
in Galway, contact us without delay as all our Contracts, big or small, receive the same
individual attention.
You may only be pricing it now, in which case you can save yourself a lot of trouble
by ringing our number, 74652 Dublin, giving the Quantities and Specifications and We will
let you have the various prices for the work in the shortest possible time by return.
McAULEY & CUNNINGHAM
HEAT, COLD & SOUND INSULATIO CONTRACTORS
9 Pearse Buildings, 23-25 Pearse Street, Dublin. Telephone 74652.
Agents for "Pyrolaine" Bo iler and Piping Insulation.
1- -- - - - ~ .......... ~ - ..... - ..... ~ -.... .............. ...... -I
TELEPHONE 92355.
--------------
I
I
I
I
Plumbing and Heating I
Engineers :
I-------~--~~--~--~~
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
84 PALMERSTON ROAD, RATHMINES, DUBLIN
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produce an International Standard for
plastic pipes. A great deal of work
has been done and draft tandard
i sued by Holland, Denmark and Ger-
many are based on the finding and
decisions of 1.S.0.
We may be proud to note that in
Ireland, owing to tl\~ foresight of
of the Local Government Department,
the City Engineer of Dublin, Mr. E.
G. Bourke, M.E., and the late Pro-
fes or Walsh of Cork, teps were taken
as far back as 1957 to prepare a
specification which could be uiSed for
the control of the production and ale
of hard PVC pipe in this country.
The large quantities of Wavin Hard
self-and my client-that it is suitable
for plumbing purposes." In short,
what standard or specification does it
comply with and what are the require-
ments of that specification?
During the past twenty years this
matter of specifications for pIa tic
pipes and other plumbing items has
been actively considered in a number
of countries. In Germany, the great
production of hard PVC pipe lead to
the issuing (in 1941) of a leaflet deal-
ing with this type of pipe. Since that
time a number of draft detailed
specifications have been issued in that
coumtry----culminating in the issuing
in July, 1960, of a preliminary Stand-
ard (DIN 8061).
Since the second World War the
International Standards Organi ation
(1.S.0.)-of which our own Institute
for Industrial Research and Standards
is a member-has been busily engaged
with the help of many countries, in-
cluding Russia, in endeavouring to
from page eight
Plastics • plumbing
PVC pipes, which have been manufac-
tured and old in Ireland and abroad
ince that date, have been made to
the provisional specification i sued by
the Department of Local Govern-
ment. Thi pecification et down
not only the izes and dimen ion of
pipes but al 0 the tests to be carried
out by the manufacturer to en ure a
satisfactory pipe, which will be suit-
able for use for the conveying of
potable water under pre ure. The
specification covers a range of pipe
of nominal ize from -~" to 6" and
suitable for working pre uue equiv-
continued page thirty-two
TABLE I.
PHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF HARD P.V.C. as MANUFACTURED BY WAVlN PIPES LIMITED.
PROPERTJES.
---
Specific Gravity.
Tensile Strength
(min,) 20°e.
Compre sion trength.
Impact Strength (Izod)
32°F.
68°F.
Modu.lus of Elasticity.
Thermal Conductivity.
Specific Heat.
Heat Di tortion Temp.
264 pi.
66 pi.
----
oefficient of Linear
Thermal expan ion.
Water Absorbtion 20°
Durometer hardne s " D."
Flame Resistance.
Twenty-eight
METHOD.
Din 53455.
Din 53455.
ASTM D256
A TM D648.
A TM D785
UNITS.
Kg/cm'
Kg/cm'
ftIb/inch of otch.
" " "
Kg/cm'
cal/cm/cm'/ Ih.
kcal/m/cm'/0 Ih.
Kcal/kg/o
of
of
0'0 3 x 24 hours.
VALUE.
1.4
500-550
700
0.5-1
1-2
30.000
-4
4 x 10
0.14
0.24
158
171
-5
5.5 x 10
0.1
80
Self Extinguishing.
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SELL
this
HEATING
Atomic age
apprentice's
suggestion!
THE new rural sewage disposal
scheme had recently been com-
pleted. The villagers were both proud
and pleased. No more, the unpleasant
journeyings to the bottom of the
garden when nature called, alld 110
more, the unpleasant emptying of
bucket closets or the re-siting of the
privy.
Alas, short lived seemed their delight,
for one day the sewage failed to run
away along its appointed sewer. The
local Inspector quickly diagnosed a
partial blockage, but what could it be?
More important still, where could it
be?
ELECTRIC
WATER
Summer
ow is the time when housewives hate to think of
having to light fires to provide hot water, so just suggest
:Ei:'E:CTRIC water heating and you've a sale in your
hands.
You have plenty of support when you suggest ELECTRIC
water heating to your customers. A large scale advertis-
ing campaign is helping to convince the public that elec-
tric water heating is the best, and a full range of water-
heating appliances enables you to provide the ideal
sl'~tem for every home.
Electric
The new sewer ran over five miles
long. It rose quite steeply from the
village to the treatment works, and the
sewer pumps strove valiantly to dis-
lodge the offending blockage-but to no
avail.
The entire village grew restive, and
not without cause. Something had to
be done, but quickly. To excavate
trial holes along the length of sewer
would be both costly and time
absorbing, and time was running short.
. .Then, a young apprentice-product of
this atomic age, timidly suggested the
placing of a radio active ball into the
sewer on the pump side of the blockage.
Quickly the idea caught on. The
assistance of nearby Research Centre
was sought. A rubber ball was rendered
radio active and ill traduced at the
pump. The sewage slowly moved by the
partial blockage and along with it went
the ball, its passage noted by a geiger
counter. Eventually the earnest
watchers noted that the ball had ceased
to {low with the sewage. Quickly a hole
was dug and the sewer opened up-
bang on the blockage.
Very soon the sewer was cleared alld
all was well-much to the relief of the
villagers.
Warning-Plumbers are respectfully
invited to try all conventional forms
of drain blockage removal before
thinking of seeking atomic science aid.
water heating •IS handier
Twenty-nine
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We are pleased to have been associated lor over 25 years
with Plumbing and Central Heating Engineers throughout
the country.
Deliveries Everywhere
'Quasi-Arc' Electrodes And
Welding Plant
THE MOST OUTSTANDING NAME IN THE
FIELD OF ELECTRIC ARC WELDING
'British Oxygen' Equipment
Blowpipes & Cutters
FOR SAFETY, ECONOMY, DEPENDABILITY.
THE MOST POPULAR PRODUCTION AND
MAINTENANCE TOOL IN INDUSTRY.
Why Not Consult Us? Phone 55471
Industrial Gases (I.F.S.) Ltd.
BL U EBEL L I I NCHI COR E, DUB L I N
ESTABLISHED 1927
J. J. NOLAN
& SON Ltd.
56 Lower Mount Street
DUBLIN
Telephone: DUBLI 66748. Telegrams: "Heating, Dublin."
HEA TING & VENTILA TING CONTRACTORS
STEAM BOILERS AND A CILLARY EQUIPME T :: COOKI GAD LAU DRY
INSTALLATIO S .. HOT A D COLD WATER SUPPLIES :: OIL FIRI GAD
FIREFIGHTI G INSTALLATIO S.
Estimates Free.
Thirty
*
ote Our New Address and Phone umber.
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a dry atmosphere exerts a pressure of
14.7 lbs. per square inch (or barometric
pressure of 30" mercury. The dia-
gram on page six makes this clear, and
illustrates also how this variation of
pressure will affect pumps and syphons
which work by air pressure.
Atmospheric
corrosion
THE mois.ture content of atmos-
pheriC aIr; the solubility of carbo'1
dioxide and sulphur gases which make
this moisture acidic; and the readiness
of oxygen to combine with and con-
vert metal surfaces to non-metallic
oxides are corrosive influences which
attack some metals expo~d to them,
with costly and damaging effect.
In the case of non-ferrous metals,
that i , metals other than iron or steel,
exposure to moi t air will result first
in the formation of a surface oxide.
Following closely upon this, acidic
atmosphoric moisture in the form of
dew, mist or rain will act on the
slLl'face of a non-metallic oxide, pro-
ducing a "skin" of basic oxy-
carbonate, and losing it own acidity
in the proces. This skin is adherent,
that is, it sticks to the metal, and
forms a protective film which resists
further corrosion. The underlying
metal will therefore last for a long
time; that is, it will be durable.
This is not the case with the ferrous
metals-iron and steel-for the oxides
of the e (rusts) expand as they form
and crack off the metal in doing so.
It will be seen that non-ferrous
metals protect themselves by develop-
ing a skin from the products of in-
June, 1961.
from page six
the
atmosphere
itial corrosion. and suffer no further
attacks in consequence. The atmos-
pheric corrosion of iron and steel is
progressive, and unless precautions are
taken these metals will be completely
de troyed by oxidation, Or rusting.
Protective coatings
TO prevent this, it is necess:lrY to
protect metals, and particularly
iron and steel, with some form of
resistant coating. Some of these In
common use are listed here:-
TYPE OF COATING PROTECTIVE COMPONENT APPLICATION
- --
-_.
Paint. Oil base or Bitumen base. Cast iron and mild teel pipework and
(applied by brush). fittings expo ed to atmospheric air
or to soil corrosion.
Doctor Angus Smith's Solution Bitumen base.
(applied by hot dip). N.B.-The term bitumen is correctly
applied only to a naturally occurring
mineral substance which exudes from
the ground, as in Trinidad.
The term is loosely used to describe
pitch-a by-product of petrol refining
from crude oil; or coal tar pitch-a Cast iron drain pipes and fittings.by-product of coal gas manufacture. Cast iron soil pipes and fitLngs.
Anthracene Oil Oil.
(applied by cold brush or hot dip). This oil is the present day counter-
part of the older Angus Smith's
Solution.
Galvanising Adherent zinc film. Mild steel tubes and fittings. Mild
(applied by hot dip). steel hot store vessels. Mild steel
cisterns.
Plastics Adherent, inert polythene " sheath." Copper tubes for use In severely
(Extruded on application). corrosive soils.
Electro-plating Adherent electro-depo ition of cor- Tap, copper tubes and fittings for(applied by electrolysi ). rosion resistant metal, chromium for towel rails, etc. Generally applied
example. more for appearance than as true
protection against corrosion.
Prepared wrappings Petroleum jelly (Vaseline) or alternat- Pipes and structures of all kinds ex-
(applied by hand or machine). ively a bitumen ba e on he ian, posed to severe atmospheric or soil
cotton or a glass silk bandage. corrosion.
Thirty-one
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TABLE 2.
Details of Pipe Sizes in Accordance with L.G.D. provisional Specification -June, 1958.
CLASS D.
Internal
Diameter
Ins.
Wall
1'hickness
Ins.
CLASS C.
Internal
I
Diameter
_Ins.
0.39
Wall
Thickness
Ins.
-- 0.04--
Internal
Diameter
Ins.
CLASS B.
---Wall
Thickness
Ins.
Nominal
size of
Pipe
In's.
,,-,,-----
•~" .. 0.045 0.54
." .. I
0.055 0.68
•3"
.. 0.065 0.85
•1" .. 0.085 1.09
1~ " .. I 0.105 1.361 L" 0.12 1.732 ..
2" .. 0.09 2.30
\
0.125 2.23 0.165
I
2.15
2~" .. 0.105 2.74 0.155 2.64 0.195 2.56
3" .. 0.125 3.29 0.18 3.18 0.235 3.07
3~" .. 0.145 3.65 0.205 3.53 0.2/l 3.42
4" .. 0.155 4.02 0.225 3.88 0.285 3.7/l
4i" .. 0.175
'1
4.57 G.25fi 4.41 C.325 4.27
5" .. 0.195 [;.12 I G.285
4.94 G.365 4.78
6" .. I 0.205 5.85 0.305 5.65 0.40 5.46
CLASS" B "-Suitable far Working Pressure of 87 pounds per square inch.
CLASS .. C "-Suitable for Working Pre sure of 130 pounds per square inch.
CLASS" D "-Suitable for Working Pre sure of 173 pound per quare inch.
from page twenty-eight
alent to 200, 300 and 400 ft. head of
water-87, 130 and 173 pounds per
square inch.
Details of pipe size are et out in
Table JI.
IT is particularly important that the
plumber should note the consid-
erable difference in the actual bore of
a pipe from that indicated by its
nominal size.
In the case of the maller sizes of
pipe with which the plumber is prim-
arily concerned, the actual bore i
greater in each case than the nominal
size. This fact should be taken into
account when sizing pipes for any
particular job. It will often be found
possible to use a smaller pipe of hard
PVC than would be neces ary if con-
ventional metal pipes were us~d.
Further reference to thi point will
be made in a future article of this
eries dealing with the Hydraulics of
Wavin Hard PVC Pipes.
The work of producing a pecifica-
tion for Polythene Pia tics piping was
con idered in Britain during and after
World War H., and a British Stand-
ard Specification (No. 1972) wa pub-
lished in 1953. The detail of pipes
in accordance with thi p~cification
are et out in Table IlL It i
essential that the plumber note here a
fundamental point regarding the work-
ing pre sure of polythene pipes. Owing
to the Jow tensile trength of thi
material, the wall thickness of pipes
would be excessive if a constant press-
ure rating were retained for all ize.
Table 3 how detail o( polythene
pipe dimensions and working pre -
ures as laid down in B... 1972/1953.
135
lOO
80
65
65
65
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.25
1.47
2.001
0.093
0.125
0.125
0.125
0.140
0.187
Ins.
3"8
~"
3tt
•1"
It"
H"
2"
TABLE 3.
DETAILS OF POLYTHENE PIPES IN ACCORDANCE WITH B. S. S. 1972/1953.
--ol)-nun-.-a-l...,...I-----------:~O:;;;R;;;M:i"A;orL-;G;:;"7ATiU;;G;-;;E;-·---:-----------rnllE·AV-Y-GAUGE;----
Bore -- Will Insid-e - --Working Wall Inside Working
Thickness Diameter Pressure Thickness Diameter Pressure
- Ins. Ins. Lbs./Sq./In. Ins. Ins. Lbs./ q./In.
0.151 0.375 270
0.173 0.494 230
0.173 0.750 150
0.173 1.00 115
from page twenty-three
Oil burner controls
• Check that the oil and electricity
supply is a1 the burner. Most
elementary but always the first job
of the service engineer.
• Burner fails to start. If there i
no operation at all check thermo-
stats or pressure witche to ensure
they are calling for heat. Ha
fluestat been removed for cleaning
-was it reset when put back into
flue?
• Burner start but no flame. heck
fOr ignition park-are electrodes
clean? If nece ary u e test probe
on control box terminal for igni-
tion to check supply to tran former.
If spark i there and motor runs
check for oil.
• Burner tart, flame ignite but
control box goe to Jock-out.
Check flue tat tem i clean. If
photo cell check cell and gla e
are clean. hange photo cell and
amplifier valve (if u ed). J flame
table enough for flame en ing
device to pick up the effects?
It can be een therefore that a
knowledge of the equence and timing
involved can be a great help in deter-
mining where the failure occur, just
a careful in tallation and mainten-
anCe can reduce the po ibility of uch
failure.
Publlshed by Irish Trade and Technical Publlcattons, Callaghan Chambers, 13-15 Dame Street, Dublln; Printed by The Greyhound
and Sporting Press Ltd., Dav!s Road. Clonmel.
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VENTILATING MACHINERY SUPPLIED
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